We report the measurement of the absolute transition frequencies of 87 Rb atoms to the nP 1/2 (n = 34-52) and nP 3/2 (n = 34-90) Rydberg states by performing single-photon Rydberg excitation spectroscopy in a vapor cell. Rydberg transitions were detected by monitoring the transmission of a 780-nm probe beam. Based on the spectroscopic data, we determined the fine-splitting intervals and oscillator-strength ratios of the nP doublets and also extracted the quantum defects and ionization frequency. These results extend the spectroscopic information of the nP Rydberg series, providing basic knowledge for further applications to Rydberg atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rydberg atoms have generated considerable interest with regard to atom-photon interactions [1] , quantum information processing [2] , nonlinear quantum optics [3] , and Rydberg molecules [4, 5] , owing to their long lifetime and the long range of the Rydberg interaction [6] . Moreover, atomic Rydberg levels are highly sensitive to external fields, owing to their strong polarizability. These properties make them widely applicable to the detection of microwave and terahertz electric fields [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Spectroscopic analyses of unperturbed Rydberg states are essential in all these contexts.
Excitation energies, quantum defects, and the fine-structure splitting of Rydberg atoms have been intensively studied for decades, both theoretically [12] [13] [14] and experimentally [15] [16] [17] [18] . Li et al. reported the millimeter-wave spectroscopy of the rubidium nS and nD Rydberg series by using the microwave transitions with a superior frequency resolution of the order of 10 kHz [19] . Furthermore, the absolute transition frequencies of 87 Rb to the nS and nD Rydberg states have been measured by electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), to a spectroscopic accuracy within 1 MHz [20] . The spectroscopic information of the nF states has also been acquired through a three-photon excitation scheme [21] . Spectra for the nP (n = 30-60) states were obtained in 1979 with an accuracy of approximately 60 MHz by using pulsed ultraviolet (UV) laser excitation [22] . Li et al. also performed a spectral measurement of the nP (n = 27-34) states with a spectral resolution of 5 MHz [19] . The spectral data of 85 Rb nP 3/2 (n = 36-63), which have an isotope shift compared to the 87 Rb state [23] , are present in Ref. [24] . However, spectral measurements of the nP states, with both a wide range and a high accuracy, had yet to be investigated.
Single-photon excitations to the nP Rydberg states using a continuous-wave (cw) laser have been reported in recent * jqian@siom.ac.cn † xiaolin_li@siom.ac.cn years, driven by the increasing maturity of high-power fiber lasers and efficient frequency-doubling techniques. Singlephoton Rydberg excitations have been applied in experimental observations of local blockade [25, 26] , Rydberg molecules [27, 28] , and Rydberg dressing [29, 30] . Thoumany et al. demonstrated the Rydberg excitation of the 63P state in a room-temperature rubidium vapor cell with a frequencydoubled dye laser of 297 nm wavelength [31] . Singlephoton Rydberg excitation spectra of cesium nP 3/2 states (n = 70-100) have been also investigated in detail very recently [32, 33] .
Herein, we report the single-photon cw Rydberg excitation spectroscopy of 87 Rb atoms in a vapor cell for n = 34-52 (nP 1/2 ) and n = 34-90 (nP 3/2 ). A high-power and wavelengthtunable UV laser enabled us to observe the Rydberg transitions directly over a wide range of the principal quantum number n. The factors associated with the linewidth of our spectrum and the absolute transition frequency were investigated. The fine-structure intervals, the ionization frequency, and quantum defects were extracted from the absolute transition frequencies. In addition, the oscillator-strength ratios for the nP (n = 34-52) states were extracted from the spectra.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The experimental concept is outlined in Fig. 1 . A UV laser (297 nm) and a 780 nm laser were used to perform singlephoton Rydberg excitations and spectroscopic measurements, respectively. After frequency stabilization of the 780 nm laser to 5S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5P 3/2 , F = 3 through Doppler-free saturation absorption spectroscopy, we scanned the UV laser over the nP Rydberg states and observed the increase in the transmission of the 780 nm laser, which is proportional to the ratio 5P 3/2 / nP of the excited-state lifetimes [31] . Absorption spectroscopy, in its common use, is ill suited to the UV laser used in the present study, because the absorption of the UV light is negligibly small as a result of the weak transitionmatrix element between the ground state (5S) and the Rydberg state (nP). Consequently, our experiment used the so-called 2469-9926/2019/99(4)/042502 (7) 042502-1 ©2019 American Physical Society 
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S ymm e t r y ,简称为 PT 对称) ,即便为非厄米的, -coil [14, 15] . Although the whole external coil structure is not large, the magnetic ladder and external z-coil must carry tens or even hundreds of ampere currents, which results in a high power consumption system. The other is cooling and trapping atoms in a mirror MOT, and then transporting the atoms to the chip micromagnetic trap by using an intermediate chip MOT (typically U-MOT) [7, 16] . The disadvantage of this is that the external magnetic coil structure is enormous and complicated, because the mirror MOT coils must be placed 45°from the chip surface. Although the mirror MOT coils can be replaced by a big U wire behind the chip [17, 18] , the disadvantage being that the big U wire must carry tens of ampere currents. To our knowledge, the volume of the whole magnetic coil structure of the most compact chip BEC system ever reported is 12 cm × 12 cm × 12 cm [16] . In order to move the chip BEC system out of the laboratory on
We propose a robust scheme that creates a toroidal magnetic potential on a single-layer atom chip. The wire layout consists of two interleaved Archimedean spirals, which avoids the trapping perturbation caused by the input and output ports. By using a rotation bias field, the minimum of the time-averaged orbiting potential is lifted from zero, and then a relatively smooth and harmonic ring trap is formed. There has been widespread interest in developing an atomic gyroscope, as the theoretical sensitivity of an atomic gyroscope corresponds to an improvement by a factor of 10 10 times greater than a photon-based gyroscope with an equivalent enclosing area [1] . The high sensitivity of an atomic gyroscope is useful for the applications of a rotation sensor [2] , general relativity [3] , and a fine-structure constant [4, 5] . In the last decades, atomic gyroscopes operated in free space have been demonstrated with high sensitivity, showing a short-term rotation-rate sensitivity of 6 × 10 −10 rad s −1 for one-second measurements [2] , and great progress has been made in both theoretical and experimental research [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, there are several practical challenges to developing a compact and portable rotation sensor device for a real platform, which includes a large-volume system and signal loss that occurs when it experiences rotation [14] . One possible solution is to employ a waveguide. A number of schemes have been proposed for realizing a guided atomic gyroscope [15] [16] [17] . With the advantage of the waveguide, the size of the atomic gyroscope can be significantly decreased, and the tolerance to dynamics can be maximized [18] . In addition, a longer interrogation time and larger interferometer areas can be achieved to improve its sensitivity [19] . One of the geometries of interest is the ring waveguide, which provides an ideal geometry for a guided atomic gyroscope sharing identical paths to reject common mode noise [20] and can be created by various methods [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . A ring waveguide on an atom chip is especially suited to fulfilling a compact and portable rotation sensor device. By using chip technology, other optical systems can also be integrated to minimize the volume of the system and increase its functionality at the same time [28] [29] [30] [31] . The challenges to realizing a ring waveguide on an atom chip for a guided atomic gyroscope include avoiding the trapping perturbation [32, 33] caused by the input and output ports of the rings and creating a non-zero field waveguide at the minimum. When the ultracold atoms propagate through the waveguide and are close to the zero magnetic field points, the atoms confined in the waveguide may be lost by Majorana spin flips into untrapped magnetic substates [34] , which limit the sensitivity of the atomic gyroscope due to their short lifetime and low coherence time.
To create a non-zero field ring waveguide at the minimum, one way is to use an azimuthal magnetic bias field [32] , which can be generated simply by a straight current-carrying wire perpendicular to the chip surface and that passes through the center of the ring waveguide. The challenge is the limited size of the ring waveguide on the chip of just a few millimeters. The other way is to apply a timeaveraged orbiting potential (TOP), which is generated by a rapidly oscillating trap field [35] . The TOP technique [34] was used originally to lift the quadrupole trap minimum from zero, which has led to the first observation of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [36] . By using the TOP technique, a BEC has been produced in a ring waveguide generated by coils [24] , in which the time-averaged potential has been generated by varying the currents of the coils.
In this Letter, we propose to investigate a ring waveguide on a single-layer atom chip for a cold atomic gyroscope. The wire configuration is based on an Archimedean spiral [37] . The wire layout avoids the trapping perturbation caused by the input and output ports, resulting in an enclosed guiding loop for neutral atoms in the weak fieldseeking states. However, there are two symmetrical zero magnetic field points in the ring waveguide minimum, which is an inherent characteristic of the Archimedean spiral ring magnetic potential. We use a rotation bias field to lift the ring waveguide minimum from zero and smooth the waveguide at the same time. The location COL 14(7), 070201 (2016) CHINESE OPTICS LETTERS July 10, 2016
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摘要 提出了基于磁不敏态的 R a m a n Ｇ N a t h 对称分束方法和内态干涉方案.基于磁不敏态的干涉对磁场涨落敏感 性较低, 有助于增强干涉条纹的对比度.如果将 R a m a n Ｇ N a t h 对称分束方法应用于路径共轭的原子陀螺仪, 系统噪
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2) (中国科学院大学, 北京 100080) in the metastable P 3 2 state. Unlike the role of the electronic spin degree of freedom in collisions of two alkali-metal atoms, the orbital degrees of freedom from the p electron of the metastable atoms, which induce not only mixings between different partial waves but also couplings between channels in different fine-structure manifolds, introduce the anisotropic interactions for producing broad-enough Feshbach resonances. Our closed-coupling calculation shows that this mechanism is similar to that in highly magnetic atoms, but the resonances also suffer from a large inelastic rate at the magnitude of 10 cm s 10 3 1 --to lower-lying fine-structure states or Zeeman sublevels, which will be an obstacle for associating ultracold polar molecules with both electron spin and electric dipole momentum. However, such a rich mixture of inelastic processes, and the experimental advantage of immunity from intraspecies inelastic collisions for metastable fermionic Yb,
171 allow for precise investigations on the interspecies scattering properties for systems with excited-state atoms included.
Introduction
By allowing the tuning of interaction strength by simply varying the strength of the external magnetic field, magnetic Feshbach resonances (FRs) have not only provided new access to molecular formation [1] and ultracold chemistry [3], but also have been applied in fields of precision measurement [4] and quantum simulation of many-body systems [5] [6] [7] . However, until now ultracold molecules formed by magnetic FRs experimentally have been restricted to those dimers, either heteronuclear or homonuclear, comprised of ground-state alkali-metal atoms only [2] . As open-shell alkali-alkaline(rare)-earth dimers have manifested potential application in quantum information due to the electronic spin [8] , there is great interest in extending the magnetic FRs to the formation of such molecules, which have already been created by two-color photoassociation [9] .
In fact, unlike the broad and observable magnetic FRs that result from the hyperfine interaction between the electron and nucleus in collisions of alkali-metal atoms, FRs for ground-state alkali-alkaline(rare)-earth dimers are difficult to observed, since such interaction does not exist in bosonic ground-state alkaline(rare)-earth-metal atoms. Although the hyperfine interaction exists in fermionic ground-state alkaline(rare)-earth-metal atoms that have nonzero nuclear spin, it has been proven to be less important, since the electron of the alkali-metal atoms strongly couples to its own nucleus [10] . Nevertheless, Żuchowski et al [11] have firstly shown that the RbSr molecule could be produced by magnetic FR induced by the weak, modified space-dependent hyperfine coupling constant of the rubidium atom due to the presence of strontium, and systems made of alkali and Yb have also been checked to have the same mechanism by Brue and Hutson [10, 12] . However, these resonances are predicted to be too narrow, not exceeding several milli-Gauss, and usually posited at a large magnetic field strength. To overcome these difficulties for experiment and observe the resonances, Tomza et al In recent decades, with the advent of laser cooling and trapping techniques, much attention has been paid to the development of matter-wave interferometers. Matter-wave interferometers are utilized for precise and accurate measurements of a wide variety of applications, such as electric polarizability,
[1] inertial rotation sensor,
[2] gravitational acceleration, [3] and fine structure constant. [4, 5] An important promising application of matter-wave interferometers is rotation sensing with ultra-high sensitivity. According to the Sagnac effect, the theoretical sensitivity of an atominterferometer gyroscope can be improved by a factor of 2 / ∼ 10 11 , compared with an optical gyroscope with the same enclosed area.
[2] As a result, two kinds of atom-interferometer gyroscope have been developed, namely: unguided and guided. The unguided atom-interferometer gyroscope employs Raman transitions to realize the beam splitters and mirrors that manipulate atom clouds in free space. [2, 6, 7] Despite the significant success of rotation sensors, their sensitivity may be limited because of the thermal expansion of the atom cloud.
[8] The guided atom-interferometer gyroscope, nevertheless, employs a waveguide to transport the atom cloud coherently. A ring trapping potential is especially appropriate for realizing a guided atom-interferometer gyroscope due to shared identical paths to reject common mode noise.
[9]
Several methods are available for creating ring trapping potential. One can realize small traps, with a miniature size of hundreds of microns, by using the time-averaged technique or radio-frequency dressing; [10−14] however, large area traps must be generated due to the fact that the sensitivity of the Sagnac gyroscope is directly proportional to the area enclosed by the opposing arms. To date, magnetic coils are used to create large ring traps. [15−19] Alternatively, a ring trapping potential can be produced by micro-fabricated wires on a planar substrate, which is known as an atom chip.
[20] Compared with traditional traps, the magnetic potential produced by an atom chip has significant advantages, which can be exhibited by very high trap frequencies that may trap neutral atoms in the Lamb-Dicke regime [21] and can also be integrated to other optical systems to minimize the volume of the system and to increase functionality.
[20] With specific wire geometry, various magnetic traps can be generated for neutral particles. For instance, three or four parallel current carrying wires can produce a magnetic waveguide without an external field, [22] which may create a ring trap when they are bent into concentric circular wires. However, the challenge in realizing such a ring waveguide is avoiding the trapping perturbation as a result of the current leading in and out of the rings. One of the most common methods to do this uses a multi-layer atom chip to remove the perturbation; [23, 8] however, this method makes the chip fabrication and experimental manipulation more complex.
In this Letter, we propose a straightforward approach to create a large-area ring waveguide that can be used for a guided atom-interferometer gyroscope. The ring waveguide is generated by a single layer atom chip consisting of a planar substrate and a microfabricated wire pattern. The wire configuration based on an Archimedean spiral can form a quasi-three-wire ring structure and cancel the end effect of wires at the same time. The ring waveguide is generated without an external bias field with a simple constant current. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and polarization spectroscopy (PS) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , have been proposed and performed to achieve frequency locking. PS is an important spectroscopic technique for laser frequency stabilization; the method has been widely investigated and used since its discovery by Wieman and Hansch in 1976 [12] . PS is a high-resolution spectroscopic technique based on light-induced birefringence and dichroism that exhibits higher sensitivity than SAS [26] . In contrast to DAVLL, PS does not require external magnetic fields or electric fields. Dispersion profiles for PS provide error signals that can be used to stabilize frequencies directly without any modulation [13] . Several research groups have carried out in-depth theoretical and experimental works on PS. High-resolution spectra of PS have been obtained in atomic or ionic samples, such as rubidium [14, 15] To the best of our knowledge, studies on the polarization spectra of neutral ytterbium atoms have not been performed prior to this work.
Ytterbium is an alkaline earth-like element that possesses several isotopes (Table 1) with bosons and fermions. Bosonic ytterbium exhibits a ground state without a hyperfine structure (Fig. 1) . Ytterbium atoms have elicited considerable research interest [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . In this work, the 1 S 0 − 1 P 1 transition of ytterbium atoms is utilized to perform PS and subsequent experiments. The saturated vapor density of ytterbium is quite low at room temperature. Atomic ovens [47, 48] are often necessary to obtain a specific density of atoms. Hollow cathode lamps (HCLs) [49] [50] [51] [52] are light sources that can easily adjust vapor pressure by regulating the electrical current. The lamps are usually considered as atomic sources in spectroscopic experiments [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . In our case, we used a see-through HCL to obtain an adequate amount of atomic vapor.
POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY OF NEUTRAL YTTERBIUM ISOTOPES
Polarization spectra are obtained by a strong circularly polarized pump beam and a weak linearly polarized probe beam. The beams propagate in opposite directions and overlap at the atomic vapor area. The circularly polarized pump beam (σ for clarity) stimulates specific transitions (Δm F 1) and induces rotational birefringence and circular dichroism during its passage through the atomic vapor area. The two circularly polarized components of the linearly polarized probe beam experience different changes in refractive indices and absorption coefficients when the beam traverses an anisotropic sample, thereby causing a phase difference and slight changes in amplitude. The polarization plane of the probe beam rotates by a small angle [12] . Projection of the probe beam onto two suitable orthogonal bases yields two linearly polarized components, the difference of which corresponds to the PS signal. [21] [22] [23] [24] have been widely used in formation experiments of heteronuclear molecules from low-temperature precooled atom samples, mainly the alkali, alkaline-earth, and rare-earth metal atoms, to achieve lower temperature.
Prospects for transferring
So far, polar molecules comprised of both alkali and alkaline(rare)-earth metal atoms mainly contain RbYb and LiYb dimers. The RbYb molecule has been created in the electronic ground state by two-color photoassociation and the PA spectroscopy has been measured simultaneously [25] [26] [27] . The scattering length studies and similar formation experiments for LiYb dimers are in exciting progress as well [19, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] A review of our recent experiments on broadband vibrational cooling of cold cesium molecules and of the related theory is presented. Our method is based on repetitive optical pumping cycles driven by laser light which is broad enough to excite all populated vibrational levels. Originally, the accumulation of molecular population in a particular, pre-selected vibrational level was achieved by removing from the broadband light all frequencies that could excite that vibrational level and thus making it a 'dark state' of the system. Here, we focus onto an additional, more sophisticated shaping method, which consists of selecting only specific frequency components that excite molecules into vibrational levels that favourably decay into the pre-selected level. The population transfer to any desired state can thus be optimised, i.e. the total population transfer to the desired vibrational level is maximised while the number of absorption-emission cycles required for the vibrational cooling is minimised. Finally, we apply this optimised technique to some more complex and still experimentally open cases: the pumping into the a 3 AE þ u ground state for the case of Cs 2 homonuclear molecules, the rotational pumping into a pre-selected ro-vibrational level and the NaCs as an example for heteronuclear molecules.
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Introduction
The manipulation of atomic or molecular quantum dynamics and the availability of robust and selective methods of performing population transfer in quantum systems is essential for a variety of fields, such as precision spectroscopy, quantum computing, control of molecular dynamics and chemical reactions [1] [2] [3] .
In particular, the activities developed in the domain of cold molecules through precise control of both internal and external degrees of freedom of a molecule are expected to lead significant advances in collision dynamics of chemical reactions, molecular spectroscopy, molecular clocks, fundamental test in physics, controlled photo-chemistry studies, and quantum computation with polar molecules [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
However, control of the internal molecular states is not straightforward. Due to their complex internal structure, the standard laser cooling techniques as developed for atoms [9] do not work for molecules [10] and other pathways are required. Methods, such as Stark deceleration or sympathetic cooling, start from pre-formed molecules. Usually they produce molecules in the lowest vibrational level, but with translational temperatures not lower than a few millikelvins [11] . Cold molecules in the micro-or nanokelvin temperature range can only be achieved starting from association of ultracold atoms either via magneto-association (Feshbach resonances) [6, 12, 13] or through photoassociation [14] . Both techniques produce translationally cold (T $ 100 nK for magneto-association and T $ 100 mK for photoassociation, respectively) molecular gases as cold as the atoms they are formed from, but they require additional efforts to cool the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. The main difference between these two association techniques is the nature of the mechanisms involved. Magnetoassociation via Feshbach resonances is a coherent process that can produce ultracold molecules in a single quantum ro-vibrational state. Photoassociation is an incoherent process involving a spontaneous emission step that produces ultracold molecules in a bunch of quantum ro-vibrational states. Very recently coherent optical schemes have been very successful in selectively producing ultracold, dense samples of deeply bound molecules in the vibrational ground state [15] [16] [17] [18] . Even if very powerful for molecules 
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The realization of Bose-Einstein condensation is a great achievement in cold atom physics.
[1,2] Although many groups in the world have realized Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), making BEC is still a challenge to a new group.
[3] Now, BEC has been realized in several types of systems, such as the magnetic trap, [4] the dipole trap, [5] the mini trap, [6, 7] the atom chip, [8, 9] and so on. Among them, the atom chip is specially intriguing. It provides a much tighter trap in comparison with the traditional magnetic trap. A tighter trap means a higher elastic collision rate, which leads to a less strict vacuum requirement and a fast production of BEC. Also, the wires on the atom chip can be designed flexibly to meet different goals, like the Ioffe-Pritchard trap which uses a z-shaped wire, [10] magnetic lattice which uses a gridding structure, [11] double traps which use both direct current and radio frequency current.
[12] In addition, optical components can be easily integrated on an atom chip, for example micro-cavity [13] and optical fiber [14] are integrated on an atom chip to study the strong coupling between light and cold atoms or BEC. Atom chip is a useful platform to study BEC extensively. In this paper, we report our experiment of making BEC on an atom chip.
Experimental setup
Our experimental system is a single-chamber system, as shown in Fig.1 . A quartz cell of 40 mm× 40 mm×120 mm is used as the main working chamber, a chip is placed upside down in the cell. The atom source is provided by a 87 Rb dispenser which can be controlled by electric current conveniently. A background pressure below 1 × 10 −8 Pa is maintained by an ion pump and a sublimation pump. Fig.1 . The schematic setup of our vacuum system. It is a single-champer system with a quartz cell. An ion pump, a passive getter and a sublimation pump are used to keep the vacuum. The atom source is a dispenser. We demonstrate selective vibrational population transfer in cold cesium dimers using a simple approach based on the use of a shaped incoherent broadband diode laser near threshold. Optical pumping into a single vibrational level is accomplished with an incoherent light source by eliminating transitions from the targeted vibrational level. The broadband spectrum of the laser is wide enough to electronically excite several vibrational states of the molecule simultaneously. This method is relatively inexpensive, simple, and flexible to allow for development of new applications, in particular, the preparation of optically closed molecular system, opening the way to direct laser cooling of molecules. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.80.051401 PACS number͑s͒: 37.10. Mn, 33.20.Ϫt, 34.20.Ϫb Population transfer in quantum systems is essential for a variety of fields, such as precision spectroscopy, quantum computing, control of molecular dynamics, and chemical reactions ͓1-3͔. In the domain of cold molecules, recent activities related with controlling both the internal and external degrees of freedom of a molecule are expected to lead significant advances in collision dynamics of chemical reactions, molecular spectroscopy, molecular clocks, fundamental test in physics, controlled photochemistry studies, and quantum computation ͓4-8͔. Moreover, several theoretical approaches have been proposed to control the internal degrees of freedom of a molecule ͓7,9-12͔.
Vibrational cooling of cesium molecules using noncoherent broadband light
Preparation of molecules in their ground vibrational state using optical pumping has been recently demonstrated in our laboratory with the use of a shaped femtosecond modelocked laser ͓13͔. This work has been extended to different target vibrational levels, with the use of a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator ͑SLM͒ ͓14͔. In both experiments, the population transfer is achieved by performing amplitude shaping of the pulse in the frequency domain. These results can find further exciting applications as far as some limitations can be confronted, namely, the high complexity and cost of the setup as well as the limited extinction ratio of the SLM ͓15,16͔.
In this Rapid Communication we describe a pair of experiments demonstrating the optical pumping of diatomic molecules to a desired target vibrational state of the electronic ground state using an incoherent broadband diode laser ͑BDL͒ operating near threshold. Cs 2 dimers are created in a mixture of vibrational levels of the ground molecular state through photoassociation of laser cooled Cs atoms. In the first experiment, filters diminish the light intensity corresponding to transitions originating from the target vibrational state, while addressing the other vibrational levels. The result is vibrational cooling of a fraction of the population to the v = 0 state. The second experiment uses an optical setup with a reflection grating to remove the light corresponding to transitions from the v = 1 state, resulting in optical pumping into that state.
The experiment is conducted in a Cs vapor loaded magneto-optical trap ͑MOT͒, formed with ϳ10 7 atoms at a temperature of ϳ100 K and at a peak density of 10 11 cm −3 . In the cold atomic sample, molecules are formed via photoassociation ͑PA͒, a process in which two colliding atoms resonantly absorb a photon and form an excited molecule, which then decays either into a bound ground state molecule or back into two free atoms. In Fig. 1͑a͒ we show cesium potential curves involved in photoassociation, in the optical pumping, and in the resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ detection. PA is performed at ϳ11 730.1 cm −1 , with radiation available by an Ar + pumped cw Ti:sapphire laser ͑intensity 300 W / cm 2 ͒, which permits the preparation of Cs 2 in a collection of v X =1-10 vibrational levels of the X 1 ⌺ g + ground electronic state ͑hereafter referred as X͒. Once formed, the molecules undergo ballistic expansion as they fall freely under the influence of gravity and are available for manipulation and detection for a period of ϳ10 ms. In this lap of time, an optical pumping scheme is applied to accumulate molecules into a chosen vibrational level of the ground state. It involves several absorptionspontaneous emission cycles with the B 1 ⌸ u excited state, hereafter referred as B.
Molecules are detected by converting them into molecular ions via a pulsed two-photon REMPI scheme through the C 1 ⌸ u excited state, hereafter referred as C. The laser radiation, in the ϳ16 000 cm −1 range, is provided by a pulsed dye laser ͑spectral bandwidth 0.1 cm −1 ͒ pumped by the second harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser ͑repetition rate 10 Hz and duration 7 ns͒. Cs 2 + ions are detected using a pair of microchannel plates in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. By scanning the ionization wavelength, transitions from v X ground vibrational levels to various v C levels of the C state are monitored and assigned according to Ref. Vol. 56, Nos. 18-19, 20 October-10 November 2009 , 2089 -2099 Cold cesium molecules: from formation to cooling Recent experiments on formation of translationally cold ground state molecules, their subsequent broadband vibrational cooling and study of rotations are presented together with the related modeling. We produce cold molecules by photoassociating pairs of cold cesium atoms that can decay into ground state molecules in different vibrational levels. Then we laser cool the vibrational degree of freedom by selecting a single target vibrational level. Our method is based on repeated optical pumping by laser light with a spectrum broad enough to excite all populated vibrational levels but limited in its frequency bandwidth with a spatial light modulator. In such a way we are able to eliminate transitions from the selected level, in which molecules accumulate. Results for vibrational cooling into the v ¼ 0, v ¼ 1, v ¼ 2 and v ¼ 7 level of the singlet X
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Introduction
The manipulation of atomic or molecular quantum dynamics and the availability of selective methods for population transfer in quantum systems is essential for a variety of fields, such as precision spectroscopy, quantum computing, control of molecular dynamics and chemical reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The creation and the study of ensembles of cold and ultracold molecules attracts considerable attention. Here we refer in particular to cold molecules and their potential applications [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Up to now, the only way to produce molecules with a temperature in the sub-millikelvin range relies on the association of ultracold atoms using for instance magneto-association, via Feshbach resonances in quantum degenerate gases [11] [12] [13] [14] , or photoassociation (PA) of ultracold atoms from a standard magneto-optical trap (MOT) [15] . PA is a well-known efficient process for the formation of ultracold molecules, with a rate as high as $10 6 -10 7 s À1 . However, the main drawback of the PA approach is the spread of the population of the formed molecules over many vibrational levels v with low binding energy.
In our experiment, Cs 2 molecules are initially formed via photoassociation (PA) of cold cesium atoms [16] in several vibrational levels v X of the electronic singlet-ground-state X 1 AE þ g , hereafter simply referred to as X. The specific PA scheme involves the resonant coupling between two electronic states, which strongly enhance the decay into very deeply bound molecules [17] . These molecules are then redistributed in the ground state via a few electronic excitationspontaneous emission cycles by applying a femtosecond broadband laser. The excited state involved is the B 1 Å u state, hereafter referred simply as B. In the first experiment the laser pulses were shaped to remove the excitation frequency band of the v X ¼ 0 level, thus preventing excitation from and leading to an efficient accumulation into this lowest vibrational level of the singlet ground state [18] . Subsequently, using the flexibility of femtosecond pulse shaping techniques [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , this population pumping method has been extended in order to accumulate molecules into a single selected vibrational level v X , other than the
There have been recent proposals to manipulate the internal degree of freedom of molecules using such phase and amplitude techniques [25] [26] [27] [28] . In the experiments described in this paper this technique is employed to achieve the vibrational cooling of PACS: 32. 80. Pj, 39. 90. +d, In recent years, several new tools have been developed for the precise control and manipulation of neutral atoms, such as optical lattice and the atom chip.
[1−3] These tools have significantly advanced the field of the laser cooling and trapping. In particular, the atom chip which is based on microfabrication techniques could manipulate neutral atoms on the micrometre scale and provide nonperiodic, built-to-purpose micron-size potentials.
[4] To date, the trapping, [5, 6] guiding, [7] [8] [9] 32, 33] splitting [10] and transport [11] of the neutral atoms have been realized on the atom chips. Especially the production of degenerated quantum gases [12−14] and integration of optical devices [15, 16] on the chips are important milestones in the development of the atom chips. Benefiting from the versatility of the atom chip, microtrap-based atom interferometers [17, 18] and atom clocks [19] have been realized. Moreover a few schemes have been proposed for performing a two-qubit collisional phase gate based on the atom chip. [20, 21] In this Letter, we demonstrate a magnetic guide of weak-field-seeking atoms (g F m F > 0, where g F is the Landé factor of the atomic hyperfine states, and m F the magnetic quantum number) with two parallel microfabricated wires carrying counter-propagating equal currents on the atom chip and a vertical bias field. The advantage of this configuration is that the potential minimum is always at the centre between the wires even if the wires are bent in arbitrary way on the surface of the chip, and independent of the direction of the wires, whereas the single-wire guide direction must be perpendicular to the bias field.
[22] Thus this two-wire guide based on parallel counter-propagation current is two dimensional, and is crucial for atom interferometer with very large enclosed areas. Moreover, in our experiment the region where the atoms were guide is also the region where they were cooled and trapped. Therefore, the trapped atoms could be in situ loaded into the guide. Compared with other guiding schemes, [7] [8] [9] 32, 33] the configuration used in our guiding experiment is simpler, and the loading efficiency is higher. However, also due to the simple configuration, we could not realize the directional guide. [32, 33] 
The atom chip is a configuration using current carrying wires to create a magnetic trap.
[1,2] It has become an important method in cold atom physics. [3−6] Since the trap is very close to the wires, it has large magnetic field gradients and curvatures which are very useful for evaporative cooling, leading to fast production of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC). [1, 7] It is easy to form various traps by carefully organizing the current wires. [8, 9] The commonest kinds are U-trap and Z-trap with the wire bent U-shaped and Z-shaped respectively.
[10] In addition, there is another advantage of the atom chip: we can easily modulate the wire current due to small inductance of the wire. In traditional BEC experiments, people use large coils to form a magnetic trap, so the frequency of modulation current can only reach the KHz range. But for chip wires, it is easy to achieve MHz range and even higher. It provides a chance to extend the DC trap to AC trap by using suitable AC current. In the KHz range, it is useful to create a time-orbiting potential (TOP) trap, [11] and by introducing a KHz range current modulation, it can be used to suppress the roughness of a wire-based, magnetic atom guide.
[12] When we apply an AC current in the MHz range, there will be a radio frequency field which can be used in evaporative cooling, or used to realize atom splitter.
[13]
Parametric excitation is an effective method to study atoms in a trap. By modulating the trap, observing the behaviour of atoms, we can get much information about the trap and the atoms. Such a method has been applied in the optical trap, [14] magnetic trap, [15, 16] and so on. Usually, the trap is harmonic, and the modulation parameter is confined to the trap frequency. This leads to the strongest resonance which occurs at ω m = 2ω, where ω m , ω are frequencies of modulation and the trap respectively. In this paper, we report some experiments about parametric excitation on atom chip. By modulating the wire current, we modulate not only the frequency but also the position of the trap, and find that the strongest resonance occurs at ω m = ω. We also study the roles of frequency modulation and position modulation. Because the Z-trap is anharmonic as shown in Fig.1 , the oscillation frequency of an atom in the trap is relative to its energy. So there exists energy selective excitation which would leads to parametric cooling, and we have observed this cooling effect. 
